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progressive UNIONIST PAR^Y
CENTRAL OFRC£ ? ?

182 SHANKILL ROAD ’ ■■".■'■:;'Tfe 
BELFAST BT13 2Bt^■' /., Wl •' 

PHONE 01232 326233 FAX 01232;249602;^;

Principles and Requirements of GohfidenceBiiilding
In Relation to

Confidence building measures in relation to those who have.fieen imprisoned as a direct result of the 
conflict should be implemented as an unsolicited gesture of goodw&;by Her Majesty's Government 
with the support of all parties to these talks and this committee in particular. Such measures ought not 
to be granted as rewards for the action, or the inaction, of the org^ations to which the prisoners 
belong; neither should they be regarded as concessions made to' keep-foe political representatives of 
the prisoners on board the peace process. .' ?*£ .

Confidence building measures should be applied mdiswr^tely.^^fo loyalist and republican 
prisoners, and to others who may have been imprisoned, as a direct result of their involvement in the 
conflict we have all endured and suffered.

We must acknowledge the fact that there are many people, in our. communities who will not regard 
gestures of goodwill towards prisoners as building confidence with:^bfiand this important issue must 
be addressed in a sensitive manner. The responsibility for tius lies wrth thosc of us present, who must 
acknowledge that the release of prisoners is an essential ingredientibFthe process of which we are 
involved and as such must prepare our respective communifies barsuSjTeieases.

Confidence building should be initiated by those who havoT^ pow Wimpait confidence and should 
be about engaging constructively with others as to how; appropriatejUeasures may be identified and 
implemented. Consequently we believe that Her Majesty'sinitiate the process and 
engage constructively with the various prisoner groups-Aii^or' fi^^olitical representatives. The 
Progressive Unionist Party is ready to help facilitate such dialogub;^eca HMG and the UVT/Red 

Hand prisoners. 1® -ft- ....
As we are all required to exercise responsibility for addressing^ others needs m relating to 
confidence building all parties to these Talks ought to engage constructively m the discussion about 
the needs of prisoners and their families in relation to confidence batting. All parties likewis^ought 
to play a constructive role in assisting HMG to identify and hnplenggpropriate measures. This will 
ensure that all of us have a sense of ownership of the process. 
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It we present are honest and sincere about our involvement intihis ptWss, we must acknowledge that 
it is likely that we will come up against measures that will appear de^t^lising to us but are measures 
of confidence building for others and vice versa. It is -thereforeSiiSppHant and essential that we 
acknowledge these measures and discuss and assist each other'ih th^'^^ration and addressing of our 
respective communities to be able to accept them or at WuadeKt&fehere need. This applies to 
everyone present. f :■ ■' 5

With reference to paragraph 3 above, we recognise that there is a r^pif^nent on all of us to address 
the fears and apprehensions of those who have been bereaved or traumatised as a consequence of the 
conflict that we are hopefully emerging from. We mention,tins in arftrapadon that such people will be 
used to prevent the release of prisoners. 'd' jfd.

We recognise and acknowledge that these are issues and circumstances that need to be addressed. We 
remind all present that they need to be addressed sensibly and objectively. It is important that we do 
not get drawn into the emotions that surround these issues. We do not under any circumstances intend 
to minimise these emotions. : ' ■ ■

The PUP's objectives is to turn these emotions from .being used-negatively to being positively 
addressed. Part of the positive nature is to ensure that we.e&bark on a process, of healing the damage 
and that can begin by dealing with obvious sores and embarking on-preventative medicines. In the 
present context and topic we are addressing, there are obvious soresar.d medicinal cures. There are 
also different illnesses that need different treatments. These should have the right to be addressed 
separately and independent to other issues.

It is important in this process that we acknowledge the difficulties we afd dealing with are the result of 
a previous Labour governments attempts to Criminalise^ and tJlstense the conflict here. As a 
consequence of this attempt, it makes it more difficult ibr cer^^cbnstituencies to, accept the 
existence of the conflict and therefore ail that is required,•to addr^-ttie conflict that took place. 
Prisoners being one of those. Admitting such errors existed may feeble to assist others to address 
issues such as prisoners in a more honest light such as conflict transfinifiation.

We as representatives of the PUP on this confidence building liaison:Committee are aware that papers 
have been forwarded by interested parties on how prisoners should^ released and prisoners issues 
addressed. We do not wish to embark upon the process ofiiriakingor?repeating those requests, though 
we are certainly prepared to discuss all of them. The difficulties thefbdre in achieving them and how 
they can be achieved without undermining other confidence’s df:^^earing to be concessions to 
unreasonable people. ' .

v
The Progressive Unionist Party is very much aware of how im^rtafit.the prisoners issues are in this 
process and are prepared to work to meet the objectives weTecognisb heed to be achieved. I hope all 
here are as sincere in every’ aspect of this process as we are.


